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i Study of Stress in Web Silicon Ribbons
Using High-Temperature Creep Experiments
Dislocation Motion Around an Obstacle
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'+ Calculation of Slip Systems
• ACTING ON
STRESS PLANE DIRECTION SCHMIDTFACTOR
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ADVANCED SILICON SHEET i'
Deflection Versus Time for Four-F ,int Bending
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;, IR Transmission Versus Wavenumber
Creep behavior of Web is _ry
_. different from any seen for single
crystal silicon.
Perhaps modeled between single
crystal and polycrystolline
/
Perhaps related to st, . in the
., .ibbon.
,, Oxygen level in Web silicon is near
the saturation level at the melting
point of silicon.
Interstitial oxygen is only about
1/2 the total o),ygen content.
The rest of the oxygen is in a
.... state close to that of interstitial
oxygen that is affected by its
r _.. environment.
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